
11 am - Spam Interview (Kei, Chris)

12 pm - Worcester Art interview (Rishita,Kei)

4:30 pm MOS Interview (Zachary, Rishita)

DUE - Phase 1 Process Review (10-20min)

9 am - OSV interview (Chris, Zach) 10 am - Deborah from MIT interview (Zach,Kei)

BIG DUE - Phase 1 (8 interviews)

5 pm - Idaho Potato Museum (Rishita,Zach)

2 pm team meeting - Synthesize interviewswith sticky notes

2 pm team meeting

2 pm team meeting

Send email for Spam Interview

Send email for Worchester Art intervew

Send email for MIT interview

Send email for Idaho Potato Museuminterview

Send email for OSV interview

DUE - Share each team's data andframeworks on Miro

DUE - Make portraits for all engagements

DUE - Make 3 frameworks to synthesizedata from all engagements

DUE - Repeat the 3 frameworks with allteam data

DUE- Assemble components for DesignReview

GAME PLAN!!

6pm - Danforth Art (Rishita, Kei)

Finish Portraits for interviews completed

Finish Frameworks Individually

Team Check In of all deliverables Team Plus/Deltas

Spam Museum Online Bonding!

Discuss/Iterate on Frameworks

Attribute Spectrum

Make Personas

Insight Cards

Put together Design Review Components

Check in w/CA to track progress

Prepare/Practice for Design Review

DUE - Design Review

Team Plus/Delta

Team Game Night

Think 
about 
roles

graph 
variety 
of work

passion for 
work and 

size of 
museum?

Why do 
museum 

people stay

Potential personas 
(taken from Nelly): 

Salesperson,  
Caretaker, 

Interpreter, Conduit, 
Creative, Custodian, 

catalytic

lack of 
diversity

what does it 
mean for a 

white people 
to curate for a 
diverse world?

are 
museums 
centers of 

community?

museum 
foreground 

or 
background?

Wants to 
make the 

community a 
better place

the museum 
and its 

collection is 
their "baby"

smaller/mid 
sized 

museums

seen the 
growth of 

the 
museum

Sees 
museums as 
community 

centers

Wants to reach 
children, 

underrepresented 
groups

finds purpose 
in conveying  
meaningful 
ideas with 
curation

wants to expand 
exhibits to include 

more 
represenation 

from other groups

Insight Statements

Many museum exhibition planners did not originally pursue this 
profession, studying art/history/music initially. Despite this 
roundabout career path, many have worked in their
role for a long time and are passionate about their job.

Museum designers tend to be fairly similar people (got started in 
museum design early, love their subjects, enjoy making engaging 
experiences for visitors, etc.), yet they often have very different 
ways of working (accessibility, collaboration, tech usage, etc.).

Museum curators often focus on showcasing the diversity of their 
community/collection despite their own homogenous 
demographic.

Museum curators often remain at the same museum for several 
years (or decades) due to the satisfaction of getting to work on a 
variety of tasks.

Museum curators often try to make museums a community 
center despite Museums' historic reputation of being elitist.

Despite museum curators' tendency to work in preserving 
history, they are extremely open to technological changes and 
advancement.

Despite museum curators trying to showcase physical objects, 
many believe that technology/virtual is the future of museums.

Cares 
about local 
economy

"exhibits 
are just a 
small part 
of my job"

"This museum 
helps the 

community by 
bringing their 

culture to light"

Community Caretaker Cathy

New Narrative Nancy

"The 
museum and 
I are growing 

together."

Proud Parent Patrick

Role: 

Narrative: 

Pains/Frustrations:

Themes:

To enrich 
the 

community

Cathy is not a curator by trade, but has found work at the paper- making museum, a 
small- sized museum, to coordinate the museum's events and community outreach 
programs. She finds joy seeing this museum bring in visitors into her small town, which 
boosts their local economy. She also advocated for a children's play space within the 
museum for families to safely gather and have fun, especially when it gets too cold in 
the wintertime.

Role: 

Narrative: 

Pains/Frustrations:

Themes:

Role: 

Narrative: 

Pains/Frustrations:

Themes:

super 
passionate 

about 
content

To nurture the 
museum and 
to share their 
passion with 

others

Patrick is super passionate about bonsai. He has been working at 
the bonsai museum for his whole career. He and the museum have 
practically grown up together. The trees are his family. He loves to 
share stories of bonsai and with museum goers, or just about 
anyone else who listens.

Not everyone 
is as 

passionate as 
them

Don't always 
have the funds 

to bring new 
curations to 
the museum

Community 
outreach 

can be hard

Don't want 
to offend 

community

People don't 
always see 

museums as 
community 

centers

"a collection is 
a living thing 
which keeps 

evolving"

"museums are 
historically not a 

welcoming space" 
by virtue of design 
and interpretation 

of exhibitions

"if we didn't 
love this place 
so much, we 

wouldn't work 
for free"

Museum Curation Team!

Builds exhibits

"Wow, [my 
desk] got 
worse!"

"It's hard 
to edit 

yourself."

"You don't know 
where you are 
until you know 
where you've 

been."

"Collections 
are the 

detritus of 
everyday life."

"People 
have spam 

stories!"

"Documents 
aren't going 

to tell us 
everything."

"This is not a 
warehouse of 
stuff or junk. It 
is really about 

people."

"Prototypes: 
really simple 
cardboard 
models of 
exhibits."

Focus more 
today on 

accessible 
design

"Potatoes 
have a lot of 
character to 

'em!"

"Children 
like to 
press 

buttons!"

"The 
museum and 
I are growing 

together!"

"Spam won 
the war" - 

talking 
about WWII

"Museums are 
historically not 
a welcoming 

space."

Despite the fact that many museum exhibition planners did 
not originally plan to pursue this profession, many have 
worked in their role for a long time and are passionate 
about their job.

Museum curators often remain at the same museum for 
several years (or decades) due to the satisfaction of getting 
to work on a variety of tasks.

Museum curators often try to make museums a community 
center despite museums' historic reputation as being 
elitist.

Museum curators often focus on showcasing the diversity 
of their community/collection despite their own 
homogenous demographic.

Museum designers tend to be fairly similar people (got 
started in museum design early, love their subjects, enjoy 
making engaging experiences  for visitors, etc.), yet they 
often have very different ways of working  (accessibility, 
collaboration, tech usage, etc.).

Despite museum curators' tendency to work in preserving 
history, they are extremely open to technological changes 
and advancement.

Despite museum curators trying to showcase physical 
objects, many believe that technology/virtual is the future 
of museums.

Community Caretaker Cathy Visionary VinnyProud Parent Patrick

Quotes! Doesn't 
like using 
technology 
in exhibits

Prefers 
using 

technology 
in exhibits

Sa
ti
sf
ac
ti
on
 w
it
h 
wo
rk

Actively thinking about Community 
Involvement

Questions To Ask:

Administration

Visionary/Creative

Why do museum curators like variety in their work?
What makes museum curators unique?
Are curators designing for people like them who like to 
bounce from one thing to another?
Can we actively reach out to curators from diverse 
demographics to get their perspective?
Community center vs. museum engagement. What does it 
means for the future of curation?
What is the future of technology in museum curation?

Personas!

Insights!

Kei Chua, Zachary Sherman, Chris Allum, and Rishita Sarin

Thank You!

"museums are 
historically not a 

welcoming space" 
by virtue of design 
and interpretation 

of exhibitions

Accessibility Advocate Anthony 

Role: 

Narrative: 

Pains/Frustrations:

Themes:

Accessibility Advocate Anthony wants the museum to be a place of 
learning. Not only does he really want to make the exhibits as engaging 
as possible, but he also wants everyone to be able to have a great 
experience. Recently, he's been working to make exhibits more 
accessible for visually impaired visitors. He loves the iterative process, 
making prototypes and getting different user groups to try out the 
exhibit. Catch him with a clipboard noting down how you interact with 
the exhibit and how long you stay engaged.

People 
don't notice 

changes?

To revise 
museum 

content for 
inclusivity

Difficult to 
pick one 
group to 
focus on

want everyone 
to access the 

exhibitions, take 
something from 

it

Nancy, the director of the___ museum, thinks that museums historically have a 
bad reputation of being imposing, elitist, and unwelcoming to certain groups. 
With her museum, she strives to break down these barriers by rewriting the 
museum mission to address these issues directly, as well as acquiring more 
diverse art from artists of different nationalities into the museum collection. She 
believes in the  beauty of humanity as a whole and the connections that could be 
made between people from multiple backgrounds.

Believe in 
iterative 
process

feedback 
driven

Difficult to 
quantify 

user 
engagement

make 
museums 
an inviting 

place

All about 
user 

interaction
Content 
driven

To make 
museums 
accessible 

to all

New Narrative Nancy 

Role: 

Narrative: 

Pains/Frustrations:

Themes:

New Narrative Nancy wants to change how museums operate and 
people's perspective of them. Typically, museums haven't been the most 
inclusive spaces, both to minorities and those with disabilities. Nancy 
wants to change this.  She wants to increase the diversity of exhibits, 
showcasing the work of minorities. She also wants to make sure all the 
exhibits are as accessible as possible so that everyone can enjoy and 
learn from them. She is always trying to listen and learn from visitors, 
continuously striving to make the museum a place for all.

People 
don't notice 

changes?

Difficult to 
pick one 
group to 
focus on

Believe in 
iterative 
process

Difficult to 
quantify 

user 
engagement

All about 
user 

interaction

To make 
museums 
accessible 

to all

Must write 
new narrative 

without 
offending 
anyone

"museums are 
historically not a 

welcoming space" 
by virtue of design 
and interpretation 

of exhibitions

"want to be 
accessible to 

as many 
audiences as 

possible"

want everyone 
to access the 

exhibitions, take 
something from 

it

organization 
tool for 

workspaces

tool that 
tests if the 
exhibit is 

"kid proof"

museum 
curator 
group/ 

association

prototype 
room 

redesign

sensors that 
detect user 

engagement 
in musem s

tracker for 
influence of 

museum 
on town

Design 
Review by 

4th graders

collection 
exchange 
program

new 
exhibit 

detector

post it mural 
of why they 

like this 
museum

engagement 
detector

spa 
day!

"declutter 
my space"   - 

Marie 
Kondo helps

play place 
with 

"exhibits" 
just for kids

Do Learn 
(cook 

w/spam)

global 
curator 

pen pals

take an 
artifact 
home

museum 
on 

wheels

tube train 
connecting 
museums

a mall 
where each 

store is a 
museum

Kingdom 
of Dreams 

style

museum 
expo

free food 
at 

museums

changeable 
size of 
exhibit 
display

Online 
forum for 

curators to 
connect

Smart office 
lock that 

enables do 
not disturb

"Busy" light 
outside 
office

Free 
admission in 

exchange 
for feedback

Car dealer 
wavy tube 
things at 

museums

software 
for VR 3d 
museum 

tour

steadycam 
for live 

tours via 
zoom

open source 
site for 

museum 
data

a button 
response 

stand

online tool 
to share 
stories

museum 
specific 

job board

online 
collection 
of exhibit 

design

giant e- 
ink 

displays

museums 
as 

vacination 
center

museum 
sponsored 

charity 
events

history 
talkshow? 
podcast?

museum 
library?

camera 
with display 

for 
questions

rental 
system?

1-800- 
ask- a- 

curator

106!!!
A museum 

about 
museums

a voice 
recorder 

for 
feedback

organization 
tool for 

workspaces

tool that 
tests if the 
exhibit is 

"kid proof"

prototype 
room 

redesign

sensors that 
detect user 

engagement 
in musem s

tracker for 
influence of 

museum 
on town

Design 
Review by 

4th graders

collection 
exchange 
program

new 
exhibit 

detector

engagement 
detector

spa 
day!

"declutter 
my space"   - 

Marie 
Kondo helps

play place 
with 

"exhibits" 
just for kids

Do Learn 
(cook 

w/spam)

global 
curator 

pen pals

take an 
artifact 
home

museum 
on 

wheels

tube train 
connecting 
museums

Kingdom 
of Dreams 

style

museum 
expo

free food 
at 

museums

changeable 
size of 
exhibit 
display

Online 
forum for 

curators to 
connect

Smart office 
lock that 

enables do 
not disturb

"Busy" light 
outside 
office

Free 
admission in 

exchange 
for feedback

steadycam 
for live 

tours via 
zoom

online tool 
to share 
stories

online 
collection 
of exhibit 

design

giant e- 
ink 

displays

museum 
sponsored 

charity 
events

history 
talkshow? 
podcast?

camera 
with display 

for 
questions

rental 
system?

1-800- 
ask- a- 

curator

A museum 
about 

museums

a voice 
recorder 

for 
feedback

Car dealer 
wavy tube 
things at 

museums

software 
for VR 3d 
museum 

tour

a button 
response 

stand

a mall 
where each 

store is a 
museum

museums 
as 

vaccination 
centers

museum 
specific 

job board

post it mural 
of why they 

like this 
museum

open source 
site for 

museum 
data

museum 
curator 
group/ 

association

museum 
library?

curator 
clones for 

multitasking

Generate 
fake 

humans for 
user testing

Close all 
museums

A device to 
squish 

knowledge 
into people

A museum 
that is never 
ending - can 

get lost

A museum 
that exists 

only in your 
head

museum 
where the 

curators are 
the objects

Museum, 
but its the 
Truman 

Show

A museum 
that never 

gets old

Jurassic 
Park

museum 
heist?

Going well Not going so well

1

1-800- 
ask- a- 

curator

talking 
portraits to 

explain history 
- HP style

1-800- 
ask- a- 

curator

sensors that 
detect user 

engagement 
in musems

Museum 
on 

wheels

2 pm team meeting

Update Visionary Vinny - in class

Generate 100 ideas

Phase 2 assignments - due Tuesday

100 Ideas Landscape Framework

Decide which people to reach out to for
codesigns

No class

Send emails to codesigners (4 emails)

Quick Team Checkin

Work on individual Assignments

2pm Team Meeting

Team Health Check �

Send more codesign emails �

Review and synthesize data from Codesign

Complete between 4-8 codesign sessions

Goals for Phase

Mid project peer and self evaluation

2 pm team meeting

2 pm team meeting

After each codesign:
Debrief with partner and write up notes for what went well and what could be 
improved in the next interview.
Write down any lingering questions.
Finish interviewing well within the time frame so that we have enough time to 
synthesize the feedback
Make small changes to the design based on feedback from the last codesign

update group chat with what happened, interesting ideas they could bring 
up in their interview

During Codesign:
Introduce the whole process beforehand, let them know that they can openly 
critique a lot and that our ideas can change
let them play with the idea/prototype and not direct them
If something is not working, ask why
Look into target customer characterization - prioritize the feedback/needs of 
your target customers

1

sensors that detect 
user engagement 

in musems
VR + GLOVES 

MUSEUM

traveling 
circus 

museum

museum is 
brought to 

your 
doorstep

Game show! 
Jeopardy Style - 

winner gets funding

Museum 
is a park

VR + 
GLOVES 

MUSEUM

Museum 
drives up 

to you

1-800- ask- a- 
curator

1

talking portraits to 
explain history - HP 

style
1

Take home mini 
replicas of artifacts 

- pay and data

traveling circus 
museum

Museum on 
wheels wars
1

2 museums- equal 
budgets - who can 

build a better museum 
on wheels?

Museum 
park

Museum On Wheels

Steadicam

Engagement Camera

2:30 pm Meet to discuss findings from
initial codesigns

Prep for Process Review

Spam Codesign - 11 am

Tenement Codesign - 12 pm

Museum of Science Codesign - 1 pm

USS Constitution Codesign - 2 pm

Old Sturbridge - 9:30 am

MIT - 11:30 am

Worcester Art - 4 pm Debrief Codesigns

Engagement Camera Rent a Kid Service Museum on Wheels

Game Show Take Home Artifact

Museum on Wheels Take Home Artifact Take Home Artifact Museum on WheelsSteadicamTalking Portraits Talking Portraits

Museum on WheelsRent a Kid Service

Rent a Kid ServiceMuseum on Wheels

Engagement Camera

Game Show

Museum on Wheel TV Show

Rent a Kid Service Engagement Camera Take Home Artifact Museum on Wheels

Take Home Artifact

Talking Portraits

Steadicam

Rent a Kid Service

Engagement Camera

Game Show

Museum on Wheel TV Show

Team Bonding!

Successes 😊 Failures 😢

Museum on Wheels

Art Van

Talking Portraits

Augmented 
Reality Portraits

Museum on Wheels TV Show

Augmented 
Reality Historical 

Cityscapes

Take- Home Artifacts

Customizable souvenir

Museum serving 
rural high 
schools

Mold- a- rama

Engagement Camera
Augmented 

Reality  to bring a 
historical space to 

life

Emotion Detector

Emotion

Take- home experience

Live "busyness" board

Rent a Kid

Focus Groups

Integrate Audio 
reactions

Prototype + Test

Despite the fact that many museum exhibition planners did 
not originally plan to pursue this profession, many have 
worked in their role for a long time and are passionate 
about their job.

Museum curators often remain at the same museum for 
several years (or decades) due to the satisfaction of getting 
to work on a variety of tasks.

Museum curators often try to make museums a community 
center despite museums' historic reputation as being 
elitist.

Museum curators often focus on showcasing the diversity 
of their community/collection despite their own 
homogenous demographic.

Museum designers tend to be fairly similar people (got 
started in museum design early, love their subjects, enjoy 
making engaging experiences  for visitors, etc.), yet they 
often have very different ways of working  (accessibility, 
collaboration, tech usage, etc.).

Despite museum curators' tendency to work in preserving 
history, they are extremely open to technological changes 
and advancement.

Despite museum curators trying to showcase physical 
objects, many believe that technology/virtual is the future 
of museums.

Insights!
1) the evidence of your ideation processes, whether they were in person or online. 
Suggested evidence: Miro board highlights that show the big range of your ideas, in  
representative photographs of stickies, visual synthesis and  brainstorming 
documents. 
2) the results of your co- design interactions, in person or online (AND/OR evidence of 
secondary research about your people group). Suggested evidence:  Miro board 
highlights showing things like drawings from co- design  (interviewees' drawings or 
your own) with annotations for what's  important about them; synthesized, distilled 
versions of notes from  co- designs that helped you make sense of what happened; 
images of your  remote co- design kit; screengrabs of your in- progress video calls with  
text boxes or sticky notes adding memorable quotes or findings. 
3) your 9 best ideas that show divergence in the phase (determined "best" in 
reference to your insights from Phase 1). Suggested evidence: gallery sketches               
                                download                grouped and gathered on a Miro board. Summarize 
 the features of each one quickly, without elaborating the details; give  us the 
snapshot one- sentence description and have the drawings do the  work for you. 
4) your 2-3 best ideas that show convergence toward the end of the phase, fortified by 
the evidence above. Suggested evidence:  Make more detailed versions of gallery 
sketches, with reasoning in  speech bubbles or other annotations calling out their 
features. Use  arrows to indicate how an idea affects your user group. Indicate  
lingering questions you have about these ideas, to help your profs help  you sort 
through the decision- making process for your choice in Phase 3.
5)  references to your personas and how they might engage with your two or there 
best ideas. Suggested evidence: a "before and after" image with your persona 
featured, showing how your design creates a desirable future for them.

Museum 
on Wheels

Engagement 
Sensor

Museum Curation Team!

Kei Chua, Zachary Sherman, Chris Allum, and Rishita Sarin

Museum curators often try to make museums community centers, despite museums' 
historic reputations as being elitist.

New Narrative Nancy 

Museum curators are always striving to deepen their visitors' experiences, even if 
there is no financial or ulterior motive.

Proud Parent Patrick Community Caretaker Cathy

9 Gallery sketches
Museum on wheels (Art) - Rishita - c
Talking Paintings - Kei - e
Augmented Reality - Zach - e
Take home artifacts - Chris -
Engagement Sensors - Chris - e
AR/Gloves (Custom museum) - Rishita - e
Rent a kid - Kei - c + e
Reality TV show - Rishita -
1-800- ask- a- curator - Zach - c

2 Final Gallery Sketches BOLD EDITION
BOLD mobile experience (???)
Emotion Sensors - Chris

BOLD!!!

New Narrative Nancy 

New Narrative Nancy 

Community Caretaker Cathy

Proud Parent Patrick

Start

Some of our favorite ideas

Our 9 best ideas

Gives 
curators 

new tools to 
design with

Data!!!

Gives 
unique 
insight

Versatile. 
Works at 

any 
museum!

Allows curator to 
better understand and 
design for their clients

Next Steps:
Expand on the Museum on Wheels idea

Come up with more iterations, gallery sketches of the Museum on Wheels 
idea with different possibilities
Come up with details on viability, cost, logistics for each idea
Perhaps schedule another codesign for different variations of the Museum 
of Wheels
Should it be just for art museum curators or for all museum curators?

Conduct more research about Engagement Sensors
Talk to Sam Michalka about the ethics of tracking people
look at existing products and find avenues for improvement
Schedule another codesign and ask them more in depth about this idea

Who's saying what
Intro - Chris
Insights - Chris
9 Ideas - Rishita, Kei, Zach
Museum on Wheels

About - Zach
Why this matters - Rishita

Emotion
About - Chris
Why this matters - Kei

Convergence - Chris
Next steps - Kei

Thank You!

Going Well!!! Not so hot rn : (

�!!!

Scheduled 
an FAA 
medical 
exam!

Weather!! 
😎

Confused 
about design 

review 
feedback

Spring has 
sprung 
����

i finally 
found good 
outfits for 

the wedding

learnt 
about stock 

market 
finally!

when to 
use learnt 

vs learned?

What are we doing???

BOLD!!!

MUSEUM ON WHEELS ENGAGEMENT DETECTOR

Pros: Cons:

Goals for PhaseReflect on Design Review Feedback

Ideate on Museum on Wheels IdeaDiscuss Pros/Cons of both final ideas

Phase 2 Design Review

Continue Ideation on Museum on Wheels
Idea

Phase 2 Reflection Due Strategy Setting Due

Insight Cards

Phase 3 Design Review

Finalize one general idea Requirements Table

Buffer Time Visual Model

Does this 
build a 

community 
center?

Does this 
foster 

development 
in opposition 

to elitism?

Does this 
deepen 
users' 

experiences?

Phase 3 Design Rubric
- product realization
- design rationale
- design boldness

Plus Delta

Process Review

A quick thesis on boldness

Questions to keep asking ourselves
throughout ideation

Phase 2 

Broad Interaction Map

"Write a story" about how our Museum on
Wheels idea solves the equity problem

Going Well!!! Not so hot rn : (

1

OUR IDEA

has tools 
for curators 
to develop 
any idea

 Rural and 
marginalized 

Schools

Who it serves!! Why our idea is transformative Features!!

Allows 
students to 

start enjoying 
Art museums 
at young age!

Allows for 
marginalized 
groups to get 

museum 
experience!

removes the 
elitist 

perception 
of museums

"the museum 
actually 

wants me to 
come!"

Curators 
share their 
work with 

more people!

Spreads 
the word 

about 
museum!

Quotes from School Kids!
"the 

museum 
actually 

wants me!"

"Wow, I've 
never seen a 
museum like 
this before"

Schools mostly of 
underpriviliged/ 

underrepresented 
students

"I never 
knew art 

could be so 
cool"

"I thought 
museums 

were stuffy 
and boring!"

"I'm going to 
tell my 
parents 

about this!!"

"I didn't know 
museums 

were for me!"

runs on 
solar power 

to reduce 
need for gas

Quotes from Curators!

"I loved 
seeing so 

many 
happy kids"

"Five students 
told me they'll 
come to the 
museum!"

Work In 
Progress - this 
is where we are

"I'm so glad 
that I could 
share my 

passion for 
art!"

"I'm so happy to 
share the 
museum 

experience with 
these kids!"

"It's always 
great to reach 

out to the 
community"

"The kids are 
so excited 
about art 

now!"

"I love how we 
could bring the 

community 
together"

"I get to 
learn how 
to curate a 

van!"

"Vans are 
such a great 
medium to 
work with"

OLD
Refined Final Idea 

Coming soon!!

"Next time 
i'm in Boston, 
I'll definitely 

visit"

Museum 
on Wheels 
that goes 
to schools

Successes Failures : (

what 
causes 
elitism?

can't 
touch

art is 
"expensive"

don't 
understand 

the art

imposing 
architecture

objects don't 
relate to the 

person 
themselves

seems 
dull and 

mundane

museum 
atmosphere 

is silent, 
seriousstale 

environment

i don't 
relate to 

any of the 
art

lack of 
interaction

Methods 
for 

dissolving 
elitism

mostly older 
people in art 

museums, 
feel judged

interaction

more lively 
atmosphere

increasing 
accessibility 

(ex: more 
benches)

Make 
museums 
feel more 

open ended

Guidance 
(IKEA does 
this well)

scavenger 
hunt for 

kids

little easter 
eggs for kids 
that adults 
can't see

Museum curators often try to make museums a community center despite museums' 
historic reputation as being elitist.

Museum curators are always striving to deepen their visitors' experiences, even if 
there is no financial or ulterior motive.

End of Tuesday

End of Thursday

End of Sunday

Deliverables:

1) WHAT IS YOUR SOLUTION?
visual product model

 2) HOW DO USERS INTERACT 
WITH AND THROUGH IT?

A broad interaction map OR 
finished journey map, and 
"detail" images

3) HOW DOES IT MEET USERS' 
NEEDS?

 Polished before- and- after 
sketches, a product poster, 
and a Requirements Table.

Finalize product 
features

interaction 
map

before/after 
sketches

product 
 poster

Complete 
requirement 

table

End of Monday

Practice 
w/Katie

Friendly, 
fun 

colors

prioritize 
staff of 

color in this 
space

Music, 
so not 

too quiet

colorful, 
lively 
event

Lots of 
new, non- 
traditional 

artwork

painting 
that tell 

stories to 
you

Something like 
Reddit Pixel 

that users can 
change

paint on 
the 

MoW

More 
representation 

in the art 
featured

painting 
that talks 

to you

curation is 
updated 

regularly so its 
not the same 

item

Museum 
opens up 
into open 
air stage

Music

nothing 
precious 
or static

Museum 
un- folds 

into large 
area

think about 
textures that 
are inviting - 

multi- sensory

play 
with 

smells Open up 
with 

awning

Fun 
colors

name
logo

the thing itself (flagship 
features)

brochure/ad
some of the stuff that goes 

inside (important stuff)

Interactive 
exhibits

Family 
night/evening 

classes

Visits schools 
that don't 

typically visit 
museums

Offers 
curators 
tools for 

any exhibit

visual 
product 
model

Who it serves!!

kids who don't 
visit museums 
for whatever 

reason

Why curators care about this!!

Features!!

removes the 
elitist 

perception 
of museums

Redefine 
what an art 
museum is!

Why kids/schools want 
this!!

________ Museum's Moving Mania!

maybe call the 
awning "the tent" 

to allow you to 
capitalize on that 

metaphor

yes...and, this can 
go very wrong - 

children's 
hospitals often 

overdo this

kids as 
characters in 

the book - 
literally go in 

and out it

sides are OPEN 
(because that's 
the metaphor 

you're going for)

"chapter" - 
double 

meaning, in a 
book, a chapter 

of an org

"Moving" seems 
unimportant; 
"Mania" has 

potentially bad 
connotations

don't forget 
about making 
a membership 

card

Curator Journey Map

School/Teacher Journey Map

Student Journey Map

Maintenance Staff Journey Map

Parent Journey Map

The Museum PlayspaceMuseum curators often try to make museums a community center 
despite museums' historic reputation as being elitist.

Museum curators are always striving to deepen their visitors' 
experiences, even if there is no financial or ulterior motive.

Because museums are for you!

New Narrative Nancy 

make 
museums 
accessible 

to all

Community Caretaker Cathy

Proud Parent Patrick

enrich the 
community

nurture the 
museum and 
to share their 
passion with 

others

Share love for museums with 
more people!

The van creates a fun and lively 
environment where families can 
enjoy a pleasant evening.

Museum Playground brings the 
museum experience to young minds 
from underprivileged backgrounds in 
an affordable manner.

😕❓❓

Eli
tism

The Museum Playspace
Because museums are for you!

Historically, art museums are not the most welcoming places.

The Museum Playspace is a collapsing van exhibit that seeks 
to create a more open, interactive environment.  It gives 
curators all the tools they need to reach out to schools in 
unrepresentative communities.

Curator Journey Map

School/Teacher Journey Map

Student Journey Map

Parent Journey Map

"A transformative new approach 
for museums!" - A curator

Increase visitorship 
from marginalized 

communities!

Interact with the next 
generation of museum 

visitors!

Struggling to reach out to the community?

The Solution!

The Museum Playspace

A few of our partner institutions

museumplayspace.com

Comes with any 
tool you may 

need to design 
your exhibits!

Learn more about how you can revolutionize your museum!

Online VR tour

See our product models

"All are welcome here"

Dismantling elitism one 
exhibition at a time!

"I didn't know museums 
were for me!"

This could be 
your museum!

Like the open environment it seeks to create, the 
Museum Playspace opens like a book, saying

"All are welcome here"

1.
2.

Reach out to the next generation to 
dismantle the stigma! 

Splatter Zone!

https://canvas.olin.edu/courses/269/files/18776/download?wrap=1
https://canvas.olin.edu/courses/269/files/18776/download?download_frd=1
https://canvas.olin.edu/courses/269/files/18776/download?download_frd=1
https://canvas.olin.edu/courses/269/pages/interaction-map-guidance

